
  

Cloud Native Enterprise Data 
integration with Serverless Architecture 

Executive Summary 
 
A 100-year-old retail brand, Brooks Brothers, wanted to integrate data across 
multiple internal enterprise applications, as well as external partner systems. Data 
integration is especially challenging when you have diverse data sets of differing 
quality that may scale up in volume at any given point. Furthermore, off-the-shelf 
solutions addressing this challenge are scarce and come with their own limitations. 
Therefore, they approached Systems Plus cloud team, today known as QloudX, an 
AWS advanced consulting partner, with this challenge. 
 
The Challenge 
 
For this project, this leading retail company wanted a new Integration Platform 
connecting multiple internal and partner systems so that they could manage and 
process their partner’s employee accrual points for purchase. They wanted to see 
if iPaaS solutions such as Dell BOOMI fit their needs or if they could achieve a similar 
result both at a lower cost and with added flexibility. 
During the initial investigation, they found it challenging to find off-the-shelf 
integration solutions that could handle ever growing data, without having to worry 
about scaling issues and associated costs. This was only compounded by the need 
to integrate data across multiple enterprise systems, such as HRMS, Salesforce 
Demandware, OMS and SAP ERP, each with their own type of (heterogeneous) data 
and datasets with varying levels of quality. 
 
AWS is the right fit 
 
AWS is the market leader for cloud native development, boasting many mature 
services and tools that were crucial for the success of this project. For instance, 
AWS Lambda was used as a foundation for this rule-based integration solution. 
AWS Lambda integrated with Amazon API Gateway, played as webservices. In 
addition, other core AWS services were used. The integration web portal is based 
on AngularJS and is hosted on Amazon S3. Amazon CloudFront is used to decrease 
latency and enhance the user experience. 
 
Finally, AWS’s approach to providing customers with a constant supply of new and 
innovative tools helps us reduce the time it takes to build solutions as compared to 
developing the traditional way with application code for core services. 
 
Systems Plus partnership 
 
Systems Plus has been working together with this client since 2013 when Systems 
Plus began to manage a global insourcing center for them. In early 2019 Systems 
Plus was approached with a different challenge related to the cloud. Systems Plus 
took up this challenge using its in-house team of cloud experts, to build a solution 
that could deliver the most value to this customer. 

Founded more than 100 
years ago this company is 
one of the leading 
fashion retailers. The 
company is known for its 
shirts, suits, sportswear, 
and accessories for men, 
women, and children.  



iPaaS - a cloud native Enterprise Integration Hub – buy or build? 
 
Enterprises need to integrate and combine data because it allows them to generate 
value from diverse data sources. This could be from internal data sources such as 
ERP and HRMS, but also external data from SaaS application as well as data from 
external suppliers and partners. 
 
An iPaaS solution facilitates this integration as a convergence point. 
 
While an off the shelf iPaaS application would provide a traditional feature set, a 
cloud native custom-built solution offers full control from end to end with a higher 
ROI, especially on a long-term basis. Based on these facts, it was decided to develop 
a custom cloud native iPaaS solution. 
 
Our Solution 
 
Our solution uses a serverless, rule-based application with full microservice 
architecture. A suite of AWS tools and services were critical to building this solution, 
including: 

Serverless Computing 

The application was developed using SAM based 
framework (AWS Serverless Application Model) with 
Lambda-like execution environment to help local build, 
test, and debug applications. 

 

Amazon API Gateway 

We used a REST based API gateway with Cognito authorizer 
with OKTA SAML integration to build secure and scalable 
APIs rapidly. We also used a custom subdomain in API 
gateway with its certificate uploaded to ACM and an Edge-
optimized API endpoint expected to be invoked from all 
over the USA. 

 

AWS Lambda 

AWS Lambda functions are exposed as microservices via 
Amazon API Gateway using proxy integration and 
connects to Amazon S3. It plays an essential role in 
receiving requests and sending responses through API 
gateway. It is also used to power the core business logic 
for a rules-based integration solution.  

 

Amazon S3 and Amazon 
CloudFront 

We used Amazon S3 and Amazon CloudFront while 
designing our AWS Architecture, which provided 
AngularJS based portal services with caching enabled on 
CloudFront for a quicker response. 

 

Amazon Aurora RDS 
We used Amazon Aurora RDS as a database engine with 
encryption, as well as AWS MySQL RDS with encryption as 
a database engine. 

 

Amazon S3 and Amazon 
CloudWatch 

CloudWatch alarms were setup for  
- API gateway 4xx and 5xx errors and latency. 
- Scheduling triggers to store and process files on 

S3. 
- Throttled Lambda executions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Our solution contains 100+ Lambda functions with an estimated 100K+ events per 
month. The following are examples of how this system has incorporated many 
advanced best practices in serverless design: 
 

• Lambda function invocations share a database connection pool to avoid 
overwhelming the database with many ephemeral connections. 

• All secrets are stored encrypted in Secrets Manager. The code to fetch these 
lives outside the Lambda handler functions, thus in-effect caching them 
across several invocations of a Lambda function and eliminating the 
overhead involved in making the network call. 

• The IAM policies applied to the Lambda function execution role strictly limits 
the Lambda functions' access to just the necessary services. 

• No extraneous 3rd-party dependencies are included in the Lambda 
functions' deployment packages. The use of Lambda Layers was considered 
for better management and reuse of dependencies common to multiple 
Lambdas 

• Lambdas are deployed inside private subnets of a VPC to facilitate 
communication with a private RDS instance. 

• All serverless best practices were followed along with Serverless Well 
Architected Reviews, Security Reviews and External 3rd party reviews 

File processing workflow 
 

• External GoAnywhere process drops a CSV into S3 bucket using access keys 
of a dedicated least-privileged IAM user. 

• All objects create an event in the S3 bucket to trigger a Lambda invocation. 

• Lambda fetches the file from S3, inserts/updated data in RDS Aurora MySQL 
DB, copies the file to an "archive" bucket and deletes the original file. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Management of Micro-service functions and workloads 
 

• Most of the system is comprised of Lambda functions. 

• All business functionality is implemented in Lambda functions. 

• 100+ Lambda functions constitute a micro/nano services architecture, 
exposed as REST APIs via the API Gateway. 

• Although the Lambda functions constitute a microservices backend for a 
larger system, they are not expected to communicate amongst themselves. 

• All Lambdas are fronted by a REST API endpoint exposed via the API 
Gateway. 

• Consumers of the APIs make calls to APIs in sequence as per their 
requirements. 

• Business functionality of the system is fully handled by Lambda functions 
only. 

• No other compute service is involved in handling the core data flows of the 
system. 

• The only other major non-serverless architectural component is RDS, which 
is queried by and written to use Lambda functions exclusively. 

• The Lambdas are designed to handle concurrent requests and scale 
seamlessly. 

 

IAM Policy 
 

Key permissions in policies attached to Lambda execution role as follows. 

Permissions in AWS-managed policies: 

• AWSLambdaVPCAccessExecutionRole 

• AWSXrayWriteOnlyAccess 

 

Permissions in customer-managed and inline policies: 

• S3: ListBucket, GetObject, PutObject, DeleteObject 

• SES: SendEmail 

• Secrets Manager: GetSecretValue 

• Lambda: InvokeFunction 

 

Failed Execution, Retries, Downstream calls and Duplicate invocations 
 
Failed lambda executions are logged, not retried. CloudWatch alarms were set up for 
throttled lambda executions and lambda functions that run for more than 5 seconds. 
Lambda functions are in VPC and have VPC, RDS and S3 permissions. 
 

• Failures within code are handled as per the programming language's best 
practices (Node.js and Java). 

• Failures that cause the Lambda function to be re-invoked by the AWS 
Lambda service have been considered in the design and the Lambdas were 
coded accordingly where applicable.  

• In the case where the AWS Lambda service might retry failed Lambda 
invocations, Lambdas (and the database queries within them) are designed 
to be idempotent, such that repeated, or duplicate failed, or successful 
invocations will not compromise data integrity. 



• Where automatic retries are not expected or appropriate, errors are sent 
back to the caller via API Gateway. 

• Lambdas are not retried on error. All Lambdas are exposed as APIs and errors 
are returned to the API caller. The caller is expected to retry the API call if 
required. 

• To mitigate the effects of retries of failed Lambda functions by the AWS 
Lambda service, all functions are implemented to be idempotent, including 
the ones that perform an INSERT or UPDATE on the database. 

 

Concurrency 
 

• The Lambdas are designed such that multiple parallel simultaneous 
executions of a Lambda do not cause unforeseen issues. 

• 20 to 100 concurrent executions are expected and as such appropriate 
database locking mechanisms are in place to uphold data integrity. 

• Concurrent executions of a Lambda function use a shared database 
connection pool, thus eliminating database overload during peak usage. 

• All external data such as secrets from Secrets Manager are fetched once 
(during initialization) outside the Lambda handler and cached to be shared 
among concurrent executions of a Lambda function. 

 

Monitoring 
 
Lambda CloudWatch metrics monitored and alerted on as follows: 

• Concurrent Executions 

• Duration 

• Errors 

• Invocations 

• Throttles 

 

Performance and Load Testing 

• Fully automated performance / load testing was performed using Apache 
JMeter test plans. 

• A production workload of 20 to 100 simultaneous users was simulated to 
match expected production traffic. 

• JMeter invoked the APIs fronting the Lambdas periodically with random 
data, looking for unusually long response times or unexpected errors. 

• Such test plans were kept running for up to 24 hours at a time and the results 
were recorded. 

 

DevOps 
 
Furthermore, it was important to leverage DevOps for this cloud-native application 
due to following needs: 

• Continuously onboarding new customers require frequent rules change 
which needs to undergo detailed multiple automated test cycles and 
promotion to production 

• Integration with both internal and external systems with extremely high 
availability needs almost zero downtime 

  



A full DevOps pipeline was assembled using AWS CloudFormation, AWS 
CodeCommit, WS SAM template (Serverless Application Model), AWS CodePipeline, 
and AWS CodeBuild while the application is being hosted and run in AWS. 
 
AWS Code Commit was used as a source code repository for teams to collaborate 
easily in a secure and highly scalable ecosystem. 
 
AWS CodePipeline was used to manage a continuous delivery service to help 
automate the release pipelines for application and infrastructure updates. 
 

AWS CodeBuild was used to installs NPM dependencies, compiles TypeScript into 
JavaScript & translates the SAM template into a CloudFormation template. 
 
AWS CloudFormation was used to provision various AWS services and 
infrastructure. Also, as part of DevOps processes, deployment of the Lambda 
functions & the APIs is achieved by updating a CloudFormation stack. 
 
AWS X-Ray is enabled on all Lambda functions & the API Gateway to identify & 
optimize performance bottlenecks. 
 
The Lambda functions are deployed using an AWS SAM template (Serverless 
Application Model). All code is stored in a CodeCommit repository. Whenever a 
code change is made, CodePipeline is triggered, which: 

• Pulls the code from CodeCommit. 

• Builds the code in a CodeBuild project, i.e., installs NPM dependencies, 
compiles TypeScript into JavaScript & translates the SAM template into a 
CloudFormation template. 

• Deploys the Lambda functions & the APIs by updating a CloudFormation 
stack with the template generated above. 

 
The QloudX team builds, maintains & supports the entire solution described above. 
 
CodeDeploy is not used because CodePipeline integrates directly with 
CloudFormation to deploy the CloudFormation template. 
 
CodeStar is not used because all developers use Visual Studio Code with the AWS 
Toolkit extension to develop & test Lambdas. 
 
Challenges and Learnings 
 

• AWS Lambda is a nano service and not microservice, so we need to make 
sure that our architecture supports this approach. 

• For 100ms response, need to use Java lightweight frameworks which 
bootstraps quickly. 

• Lambda functions were reimplemented in Node.js after performance issues 
(due to cold starts, Lambda chaining, etc.) became insurmountable in Java 
Lambdas. 

• Cold start of lambda services, to ensure we get a lightning-fast response from 
the beginning. 

• Server token-based approach instead of SSO, helped deploying application 
to S3 and CloudFront instead of Beanstalk / EC2. 

  



A solution that creates value and benefits 
 
First release of the project was completed and deployed in production in less than 4 
months. Since the entire solution was built in the cloud, using cloud native 
technologies paired with our DevOps expertise, we managed to complete it with a 
40% cost saving compared to traditional application development. 
 
One of the key requirements in the project is fast and steady performance. The 
application performance response time clocks in at less than 100ms consistently, 
even when scaling. On top of this, a progressive web design and configurable rules 
engine enhances the overall customer experience.  
 
We also ensured the data would remain secure at rest and in transit. 
 
The solution helped the customer to: 

• Reduce Infrastructure maintenance with Serverless Architecture. 

• Build a scalable environment to match the need of application. 

• Enhance Security with encrypted data and service endpoint. 

• Efficiently and quickly onboard new B2B partners 

 

 

 

About Systems Plus & QloudX 
Systems Plus is a niche IT solutions company that has been in 
business for over 30 years providing services to its clients globally. In 
2019, the Systems Plus Group launched QloudX, a next generation 
cloud company that focuses on all things cloud and helps all 
businesses across the globe to leverage cloud technologies in order 
to maximize value for their digital transformation journeys. 

 

 

 

   


